Cultural
Exchange
Program
FOR PARENTS AND STUDENTS: CREATING A COMMUNITY
BASED ON BROADENING THE CULTURAL BOUNDARIES

C H AP TE R 1

Introduction

This program was created in order to boost cultural awareness,
specifically in Lexington, KY between two public schools
(Veterans Park Elementary and Breckenridge Elementary).
Students, parents and families are welcome to come and learn
more about cultural diversity and expansion in our society.
When: First Saturday of the Month

• 4 latino recipes for encouraging families to try culturally enlightening foods

August-May, from 9-12 am
Inside this book you will find:

• 15 lesson plans-- 5 for parents and
students to enjoy together, 5 plans for

• 20 noteworthy local, national,
and international latinos to inspire

parents, and 5 lessons for students to
split up and give parents some time

families to learn about popular celebri-

away!

ties with different backgrounds.

• (these plans can be rearranged in any order)
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C H AP TE R 2: N O T E WO RT H Y P EO PLE

Noteworthy People

In order to encourage diversity, it is important to show parents
and children noteworthy role models throughout the
community, the nation, and the world. This chapter takes a look
at a few local, national, and international latino celebrities and
role models to encourage diversity, knowledge, and exchange.
SECTION 1: LOCAL

Erin Howard
Erica Flores
William Stewart

SECTION 2: NATIONAL

Jennifer Lopez

Roberto
Clemente

SECTION 3: INTERNATIONAL

Oscar Arias
Sanchez

Carlos Slim Helu
Oscar De La
Renta

Mario J Molina

Carlos Santana

Ellen Ochoa

Selena
Quintanilla

Shakira

Frieda Kahlo

Pope Francis

Marco Rubio

Sonya Sotomayor

Christiano
Ronaldo

Lionel Messi

John Velazquez
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S EC T I O N 1:
1 L OC A L

Erin Howard
Erin is the Director for the Office of The Latino Hispanic
Outreach and Services in the Department of Multiculturalism and Inclusion at BCTC. Erin and her staff strive to
deliver access to high quality educational opportunities
for students, to encourage student success during and
after their admission in BCTC programs, and to promote
student development and empowerment. Some services
they provide are:
•Lead BCTC’s effort to serve the growing Hispanic community in Lexington and central Kentucky
•Develop a rich cultural and family oriented environment in which students feels accepted and able to succeed.

Erin Howard also was the initiator of LLCEC, which is an
intensive college training and leadership development
empowerment program for high school youth. It puts together college coaching, academic coursework, cultural
activities and explorations and small group mentoring to
help inspire local Latino youth to prolong in school, plan
for college and get involved in their community. Erin

•Provide for students a mentoring program composed of
community leaders and professionals as well as faculty,
staff, and established students of BCTC.
•Advise Hispanic Student Organization
•Coordinate and direct efforts of Kentucky Latino Education Alliance.
•Develop and organize fundraising events for Scholarship fund.
Erin also worked on the project called K’LEA in the
Lexington area and surrounding counties. The project
has strengthened existing programs and created connections for post-secondary education for traditional and
adult learners. Erin and her team members hope that
K’LEA assists Kentucky Latinos in overcoming the obstacles that obstruct postsecondary involvement and accomplishment and set Kentucky on track to meet Lumina’s
60 percent college attainment goal by 2025

and her team are proud that the program has assisted
161 students since 2006 and are honored to have a 69%
college going rate amid past participants. The program
has been funded by BCTC, grants and community donations

Contact Information:
Erin Michelle Howard, Director
Oswald 103 H, Copper Campus
859.246.6436
erin.howard@kctcs.edu
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Erica Flores

Erica J. Flores is currently the Academic Coordinator for the Department of Agriculture here at the University of Kentucky. Originally from California, Flores is extremely
proud of her Latin heritage and seeks to actively promote the educational advancement of minorities, especially those who are first generation college attendees. Having
talked to Flores on a number of occasions, I remember her sharing her passion for education and her goal to be the first in her family to earn the title of Doctor Flores. She
also shared with me the story of how her father came across the border in the trunk of
a car and started out in this country with practically nothing. Coming from humble beginnings, Flores knows the struggles many students face in obtaining higher education. Though she was never undocumented herself, she is an inspiration to Latino
youth attending the University of Kentucky.
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William Stewart
Hope Center (859) 252-7881. William Stewart coordinates the Hispanic Program for
the Hope Center in Lexington where he assists Hispanics in finding housing, finding
full- or part-time jobs, and helps with social issues. He also assists with immigration
problems and offers classes in English. The Hope Center in Lexington provides care
and services to homeless and at-risk people and helps them overcome challenges they
may face.
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S EC T I O N 2: N ATI O N A L N O TE WORT HYS

Jennifer Lopez

Jennifer Lopez: Jennifer Lopez (J. Lo) is

ers for Latinos in the United States enter-

a famous singer, songwriter, actor,

tainment industry.

dancer, and fashion designer who was

J. Lo has worked hard to reach her claim

born to Puerto Rican immigrants in the

to fame through determination and ambi-

Bronx, New York. Lopez’s mother was a

tion. After her dancing career started

kindergarten teacher and her father was

and her first breakthrough movie role in

a computer technician. J. Lo started her

Selena, she climbed both movie and mu-

career as a dancer, and within ten years,

sic charts, and has made a name for Lati-

had topped both musical and movie

nos in the entertainment industry.

charts, and has her own clothing and fragrance lines. J. Lo has been considered
the most influential Hispanic performer,
since she has broken many racial barri6

Mario J. Molina

Originally from Mexico City, Mexico, Molina was fascinated by science as a young boy. As this fascination grew Molina was encouraged and helped by his
aunt Esther, a Chemist, to conduct college- level experiments in a makeshift laboratory that was originally a bathroom in the family’s home. Molina received a Chemical Engineering Degree from UNAM,
graduate degree in Chemical Engineering, and Ph.D.
in Physical Chemistry from the University of California at Berkley. Shortly after obtaining his Ph.D., Molina moved to Irvine, CA where he began research on
the fate of certain inert industrial chemicals accumulating in the atmosphere, which at the time, were
thought to have no significant negative effects on the
earth’s atmosphere. We more commonly know
these chemicals as Chloroflurocarbons (CFCs). After
only three months at Irvine, Molina and his partner
F. Sherwood (Sherry) Rowland developed the “CFC
ozone- depletion theory” where it was brought to
light that chlorine atoms produced by the decomposition of CFCs were “catalytically destroying ozone.”
In 1975, Molina was appointed as faculty member at
the University of California, Irvine and continued to
partner with Sherry in addition to conducting his
own research on unstable and particularly difficult
to handle chemical compounds in the atmosphere
that may have a significant impact on the atmosphere.

After many years of teaching, Molina missed doing
experiments and decided to move to a non-academic
position accepting a job in 1982 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the Molecular Physics and Chemistry Section. In this position, Molina was able to
travel to Antarctica to research the rapid loss of
ozone in the polar stratosphere. In 1989, Molina returned to academic life and accepted a position at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where he
continued his work with global atmospheric chemistry issues. In 1995, Molina along with co-recipients
Paul J. Crutzen and F. Sherwood Rowland were
awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his role in
revealing the threat to Earth’s ozone layer from CFC
gasses. Molina was also the first Mexican-born citizen to receive the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
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Selena Quintanilla
Selena Quintanilla-Pérez (April 16, 1971 – March 31, 1995), known simply as Selena,
was a Mexican-American singer, songwriter, spokesperson, actress, and fashion designer. She was called the Queen of Tejano music. Selena’s contributions to fashion
and music made her one of the utmost famous Mexican-American entertainers of the
20th century. The famous Billboard magazine named Selena the " Latin artist of the
'90s", the "best-selling Latin artist of the decade".
Selena began recording professionally in 1982. In the 1980s, Selena was frequently critiqued and was declined bookings at locations across Texas for singing Tejano music—a music genre dominated by men at the time. However, Selena’s acceptance grew
after she achieved the Tejano Music Award for Female Vocalist of the Year in 1986,
which she won nine succeeding times. Her album Ven Conmigo was the first recording album by a female Tejano artist to accomplish gold status in the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA). Selena was the first Mexican-American to win a
Grammy. She broke opened the doors for other Hispanic artists to achieve accomplishments in the music world in U.S.
8

Marco Rubio

Rubio’s parents relocated from Cuba in

2000 and then Speaker of the House in

1956 to Miami, Florida. Rubio’s father

2006. From there, he made his cam-

worked as a bartender in hotels and his

paign for U.S. Senate in 2011, and has

mother worked as a maid, cashier, and

represented Florida on issues such as

retail clerk. Rubio noted that watching

ObamaCare, budgeting, and job creation.

his parents work hard and being raised

In 2015, Rubio announced his presiden-

around the neigh-

tial campaign. If

bors he lived near

elected as United

inspired him to

States President in

reach for higher

2016, Rubio will be the

education. Rubio

first Latino president

received his

of the American na-

bachelor’s degree

tion.

from the University of Florida and
his law degree from the University of Miami Law School. From there, Rubio
served as a City Commissioner for West
Miami and then represented Florida in
the Florida House of Representatives in
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Roberto Clemete
Roberto Clemente was a Puerto Rican Major
League Baseball. His position was right fielder and
played 18 seasons for the Pittsburgh Pirates from 1955-1972.
He was inducted retrospectively
to the National Baseball Hall of
Fame in 1973, making him the
first Latin American/Caribbean
player to be enshrined.
Clemente’s death founded the
standard that as an alternate to
the five-year retirement period, a
player deceased for at least 6
months is eligible for entry into
the Hall of Fame.
Clemente was an All-Star
player for 12 seasons, as well as a
National League (NL), Most Valuable Player one season. He also
achieved to be a NL batting champion for 4 seasons,

and a Gold Glove winner 12 seasons. Clemente accomplished his 3,000th major league hit in 1972 in
the very last plate presence of his
career during a regular season
game. He is the first Latin
American/Caribbean baseball
player to win a World Series as a
starter in 1960, to receive a NL
MVP Award in 1966, and to receive a World Series MVP Award
in 1971. Clemente was involved in
charity work in Puerto Rico,
Latin American, and Caribbean
countries during his off seasons,
often providing baseball equipment and food to those in need.
Clemente died in an aviation accident on December 31, 1972, on
his way to deliver aid to earthquake victims in Nicaragua.
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Carlos Santana

Carlos Augusto Alves Santana, famous singer and guitarist, was born in 1947 in Autlán de Navarro, Mexico. The son of an accomplished professional violinist, Carlos learned how to play the guitar at age 8. In
1955 his family moved to Tijuana, Mexico where, as a
teenager, Santana performed in local strip clubs
where his music was influenced heavily by American
Rock & Roll and Blues. Santana’s family moved again
in the early 1960s to San Francisco for Santana’s father to find work. In San Francisco, Santana had the
opportunity to see his idols perform live and was introduced to a variety of new musical influences. After
spending several years of his early career as a dishwasher at a diner and playing for spare change on the
streets, Santana decided to become a full-time musician. In 1966 Santana along with fellow street musicians David Brown (Bassist) and Gregg Rolie (Keyboard) formed the Santana Blues Band. “With their
highly original blend of Latin-infused rock, jazz,
blues, salsa and African rhythms, the band—which
quickly became known simply as Santana—gained an
immediate following on the San Francisco club
scene.”
After a memorable performance at Woodstock in
1969 the band signed for a record deal with Columbia
Records. That same year they produced their first album titled Santana containing the Top 10 single “Evil
Ways.” As a result, the album went triple platinum
after selling over 4 million copies and remaining on
the Billboard chart for over two years. Their second
album, Abraxas, earned them a platinum status with

two additional hits, “Oye Como Va” and “Black Magic
Woman.” The band’s next two albums however,
though popular, did not earn platinum status. As the
members of the group changed over time, the band
came to be solely associated with the lead singer and
guitarist, Santana himself. Santana’s success continued through the 1970s and 1980s as the band released multiple successful albums of their unique musical style. Though his popularity began to decrease
due to dwindling interest in the jazz/ rock blend music, Santana continued to earn critical acclaim
throughout the decade. This acclaim earned Santana
his first Grammy Award for Best Instrumental Performance in his 1987 album Blues for Salvador.
After dwindling popularity in the 1970s and 1980s,
Santana made a phenomenal comeback on the pop
charts in 1997 after re-signing his band with their
first producer who was now under a different label.
After collaborating with multiple prominent artists of
the time (such as Eric Clapton, Dave Matthews, and
Wyclef Jean), Santana’s 35th album was released in
1999 titled Supernatural. By early 2000, the album
had sold 10 million copies worldwide and produced
the hit single, “Smooth.” In 2009, Santana received a
Lifetime Achievement Award at the Billboard Latin
Music Awards. Santana has continued to take his passion for music on the road, playing multiple tour
dates each year. In 2013, Santana became a recipient
of the Kennedy Center Honors for “individuals who
have spent their lives elevating the cultural vibrancy
of our nation and the world.”
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SHAKIRA
Shakira Isabel Mebarak Ripoll was born on

Award. Known for hits like "Whenever, Wher-

February 2, 1977, in Barranquilla, Colombia.

ever" and "Hips Don't Lie," Shakira is the

With a Lebanese father and Colombian

highest-selling Colombian artist of all time,

mother, Shakira honors both her Latino and

and the second most successful female Latin

Arabic heritage in her music. She wrote her

singer after Gloria Estefan. By 2012, her U.S.

first song at the age of 8 and signed her first

album sales had reached nearly 10 million.

record deal at 13.
With the success of her albums, Shakira be-

“In the end, you are the people that are going

came a music superstar in the Spanish-

to have the power to make universal educa-

language markets, known for her strong vo-

tion a reality. You will be the policy makers,

cals and incredible hip-shaking belly dance

the business leaders, and the educators, and

moves.

become extremely influential to the order of

She has been hugely successfully Colombian

the world.”

pop singer and dancer Shakira has won two
Grammy Awards, seven Latin Grammy
Awards and 12 Billboard Latin Music Awards,
and has been nominated for a Golden Globe
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SONYA SOTOMAYOR
Federal judge Sonia Sotomayor was born as

also became highly involved with the Puerto

the elder of two children in the South Bronx

Rican groups on campus, including Accion

area of New York City, on June 25, 1954. Par-

Puertorriquena and The Third World Center.

ents Juan and Celina (Baez) Sotomayor, who

The groups, she said provided her "with an an-

were of Puerto Rican descent, moved to New

chor I needed to ground myself in that new

York City to raise the family. Sotomayor's fam-

and different world."

ily functioned on a very modest income; her

On May 26, 2009, President Barack Obama

mother was a nurse at a methadone clinic,

announced his nomination of Sonia Soto-

and her father was a tool-and-die worker who

mayor for Supreme Court Justice. The nomi-

died when Sotomayor was only nine years old.

nation was confirmed by the U.S. Senate in

Sotomayor graduated from Cardinal Spellman

August of 2009 by a vote of 68 to 31. As a re-

High School in the Bronx in 1972 and entered

sult Sotomayor, became the first Latina Su-

the ivy-league Princeton University. The

preme Court Justice in U.S. history.

young Latina woman felt overwhelmed by her
new school; after her first mid-term paper returned to her with low marks, she sought help
with more English and writing classes. She
13

JOHN VELEZQUEZ
John R. Velazquez, born November 24,

tles at Aqueduct Racetrack, Belmont

1971, in Carolina, Puerto Rico, is a jockey

Park, and Saratoga Race Course.

in Thoroughbred horse racing. Admitted

In October 13, 2013, Velazquez became

to the Horse Racing Hall of fame in

the all-time leading money winner

2012, as of 2014, he is the all-time lead-

among North American jockeys, surpass-

ing money-earning jockey in North Amer-

ing Pat Day in the ninth race at Belmont,

ica.

aboard the filly Bit Bustin. After that

He learned to ride in his native Puerto

race, his earnings reached $297,922,320

Rico. On January 3, 1990, he won his

in career purses. The next year, Ve-

first race, aboard Rodas at El Nuevo Co-

lazquez became the all-time leading

mandante racetrack in Canóvanas,

money winner in the history of jockeying

Puerto Rico. That same year, under the

and the first whose earnings surpass

guidance of agent and former jockey, An-

$300 million.

gel Cordero, Jr., he moved to New York
State where he has earned 24 riding ti14

S EC T I O N 3: IN T E R N AT I O N A L NOT EWORT HYS

Oscar Arias Sanchez

Oscar Arias Sanchez was born on September 13, 1941 and was from Costa Rica. In
1987, he won a Nobel Peace Prize for his work with ending civil wars in Central America. The goal of his plan was for human rights, free elections, and to put an end to foreign interference with countries’ internal affairs. This was accepted by Costa Rica, Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Honduras.
Sanchez earned degrees in law and economics in Costa Rica, the United States, and
Great Britain. He became the president of Costa Rica in 1986, and at that time, Nicaragua was going through a civil war. After he won the Nobel Peace Prize, he used the
money from the award to start the Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress
foundation to promote peaceful societies and equality in Central America. While president, visited with citizens of Costa Rica regularly to promote human security. Sanchez
was elected president again in 2006.
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Ellen Ochoa

Ellen Ochoa is of Latino heritage, and

of the first docking on the International

was raised in La Mesa, California. She re-

Space Station to deliver 4 tons of sup-

ceived her bachelor’s degree in physics

plies so the first crew could live on the

from San Diego State University, and her

Station. Not only was she part of the first

Master’s and Doctorate degrees in Elec-

crew aboard the Space Station, but she

trical Engineering from Stanford Univer-

helped design it. The fourth mission was

sity. Dr. Ochoa was selected to become

in 2002 and was again visiting the Inter-

an astronaut for NASA by 1991, from her

national Space Station. Dr. Ochoa is now

experiences in researching at the Sandia

based in Houston, Texas where she

National Laboratory and NASA Ames Re-

serves as the director of the Lyndon B.

search Center.

Johnson Space Center.

Dr. Ochoa has been part of four space

During her time as a researcher and as-

missions. The first was a 9-day mission

tronaut, Dr. Ochoa has received numer-

that took place in April of 1993 focusing

ous awards and honors, including the

on the effect of solar activity on the

NASA Distinguished Service Medal,

Earth’s climate and environment. This

Women in Aerospace Outstanding

mission allowed her to be the first

Achievement Award, The Hispanic Engi-

Hispanic-American woman in space.

neer Albert Baez Award for Outstanding

The second was an 11-day mission in

Technical Contribution to Humanity,

1994 to conduct research the energy of

and the Hispanic Heritage Leadership

the sun. Dr. Ochoa’s third mission to

Award.

space was 10-days in 1999 and was part
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Frieda Kahlo
Frida Kahlo (July 6, 1907 – July 13,

the surrealist movement, described

1954) was a Mexican painter. She was

Frida’s art as a "ribbon around a bomb".

best known for her self-portraits.

She later rejected the "surrealist" label.

Kahlo's life began and ended in her

Frida believed that her work reflected

home known as the Blue House, in Mex-

her reality than just her dreams. Frida

ico City. Frida’s work has been well recog-

suffered from lifelong health problems,

nized in Mexico as symbolic of national

caused by a traffic accident that hap-

and indigenous tradition and by femi-

pened during her teenage years and sur-

nists for its categorical depiction of the

vived. While recovering from her inju-

female role and form.

ries it isolated her from other people,
and the isolation influenced her work,

Mexican culture and American-Indian

many of which were self-portraits of a

cultural tradition are important in

sort or another. Kahlo suggested, "I

Kahlo’s work, which has also been con-

paint myself because I am so often alone

sidered as naïve art or folk art. Frida’s

and because I am the subject I know

has also been defined as surrealist artist,

best.”

and in 1938 André Breton, initiator of
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CHRISTIANO RONALDO
Cristiano Ronaldo dos Santos Aveiro,

he scored his senior career 400th goal

(born 5 February 1985) is a Portuguese

for the club and country at age of 28.

professional soccer player. Cristiano

Cristiano has been ranked as the best

plays for the Spanish club Real Madrid

player in the world and rated by some in

C.F. and the Portugal national team. He

soccer as the greatest of all time. Ron-

plays forward and serves as captain for

aldo is the first Portuguese Hispanic de-

Portugal national team. At the age of 22,

cent soccer player to win three FIFA/

Ronaldo had already received Ballon

Ballons d'Or, and the second soccer

d'Or and FIFA World Player of the Year

player to win three European Golden

nominations.

Shoe awards. In January 2015, the Portuguese Football Federation named Ron-

In 2008, Cristiano Ronaldo won his first

aldo as the best Portuguese soccer player

Ballon d'Or and FIFA World Player of

of all time, during its 100th anniversary

the Year awards. Cristiano had the suc-

celebrations.

cess to win FIFA Ballon d'Or in 2013 and
2014 year after year.. In January 2014,
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Carlos Slim Helu

Carlos Slim Helu was born the fifth of six children to

and American companies to purchase the state telephone company, Telemex. Slim sparked a unique idea to
gain a customer base in a struggling economy. Slim sold
handsets with one month of prepaid service and rather
than sending customers a bill each month, he allowed
them to buy prepaid phone cards as needed for additional minutes. The prepaid phone filled an enormous
void and the customer base grew by 66% every year for
the next 15 years. Soon after, Slim ventured into buying
and combining floundered cellular services in Latin
American and his company América Móvil quickly became the largest in Latin America.

Lebanese immigrants in 1940 in Mexico. Slim’s Father
encouraged all of his children to learn about and understand finances from a young age, giving them all a ledger
to track their finances. After showing a special aptitude
for finances, a young Slim was buying shares in the Bank
of Mexico at age 12. At age 13, Slim’s father passed away
leading to difficult years following his death. Slim studied Civil Engineering at the Autonomous National University of Mexico (UNAM) where he began teaching
while completing his studies. Slim’s first business venture was a stock brokerage, Inversora Bursátil. This
same year he married Soumaya Domit and their growing

By 2007 Slim’s group of companies were valued at an
estimated $150 Billion. He has consistently been ranked
among the top three richest men in the world with Bill
Gates and Warren Buffett since then. Procedes from his
business ventures have funded a number of charitable
ventures since 1986 including the Carso Foundation,
which seeks to develop Mexico’s human capitol through
education and training. An additional $4 Billion endowment in 2007 allowed the foundation to expand its efforts to build infrastructure, promote education and reduce poverty, not only in Mexico, but throughout Latin
America. In addition the Telmex Foundation is one of
the largest philanthropic institutions in Latin America.
It offers activities in health, nutrition, conservation and
disaster relief, and has provided university scholarships
for hundreds of thousands of talented students who
would otherwise be unable to pursue higher education
endeavors.

family lived modestly, while he re-invested his business
earnings in expansions and acquisitions. Slim invested
in multiple companies to diversify his portfolio. These
business investments were into companies that Slim believed to be undervalued and upon acquisition, he overhauled their management to increase productivity and
company success.
In 1982, the Mexican economy fell into crisis and while
many investors chose to run, Slim’s confidence in his
country held firm and he acquired the Mexican affiliates
of Reynolds Aluminum, General Tire, and the Sanborn's
chain of stores and cafeterias. As Mexico’s economy recovered, Slim’s wealth grew. This allowed him to acquire the Mexican interests of many U.S.-based brands
in addition to buying and merging a number of insurance companies into a giant firm known as Seguros Inbursa. Slim’s greatest opportunity presented itself in
1990 when Slim’s Grupo Carso partnered with French
19

Oscar De La Renta

Born to a middle-class household in 1932 in Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic, Oscar de la Renta
was raised with his six sisters. At age 18, de la Renta
left the Dominican Republic to study painting in Madrid, Spain. While he dreamed of becoming an abstract painter, de la Renta was enticed by the world
of fashion and design and chose to change paths to
pursue a career in fashion design. His artistic abilities greatly aided him and he soon landed an apprenticeship with Spain’s most renowned couturier, Cristobal Balenciaga. In 1961 he was hired for his first
fashion job at Lanvin-Castillo. Shortly after this he
moved to New York and joined the American design
house of Elizabeth Arden. After this, de la Renta began his own fashion label in 1965.

By the late ‘90s and early 2000s, his work became
popular among American first ladies. De la Renta
dressed first lady Nancy Reagan in the 1980s, provided inaugural gowns for first ladies Hilary Clinton
in 1997 and Laura Bush in 2005.
In addition to fashion, de la Renta also has a passion
for the arts and continually supports them. He has
served on the boards of the Metropolitan Opera, Carnegie Hall and Channel Thirteen. He also supports
several cultural institutions, including New Yorkers
for Children, the Americas Society and the Spanish
Institute. Other ventures of de la Renta include a
line of furniture in 2002 and a less expensive line of
clothing called O Oscar in 2004 to reach new customers. De la Renta was diagnosed with lung cancer in
the early 2000s and died of complications from the
disease in 2014 at the age of 82.

De la Renta married Francoise de Langlade, French
editor-in-chief of Vogue, in 1967. Francoise introduced de la Renta to fashion’s most influential members and took him to many runway shows. His fashion line quickly became synonymous with casual luxury. De la Renta, respected by his peers, served as
the President of the Council of Fashion Designers of
America from 1973-1976 and from 1986-1988. De
la Renta tragically lost his wife from bone cancer in
1983 and shortly after her death, he adopted a son
from an orphanage in his native country. De la
Renta’s second marriage was in 1990 to philanthropist and socialite Annette Engelhard Reed.
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POPE FRANCIS

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, on December 17, 1936, Jorge Mario Bergoglio became Pope Francis on March 13, 2013, when he was named the 266th pope of the Roman Catholic Church. Bergoglio, the first pope from the Americas, reportedly took his
papal title after St. Francis of Assisi of Italy. Prior to his election as pope, Bergoglio
served as archbishop of Buenos Aires from 1998 to 2013 (succeeding Antonio Quarracino), as cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church of Argentina from 2001 to 2013, and as
president of the Bishops' Conference of Argentina from 2005 to 2011. Pope Francis
made his first international visit in July 2013, traveling to Brazil. In December 2013,
Pope Francis was also named Person of the Year by TIME magazine.
Pope Francis works to bring the Catholic Church to a younger audience for a new generation and is working to diversify the church on many different levels.
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LIONEL MESSI
Born on June 24, 1987, in Rosario, Ar-

EA Sports and Turkish Airways, among

gentina, soccer player Lionel Messi

other companies. Having signed an ex-

moved to Spain at the age of 13, after the

tension with Barcelona that guarantees

FC Barcelona club agreed to pay for

him a base salary of approximately $21

hormone-deficiency treatments. Messi

million per year through 2018, he is one

became a star in his new country, scor-

of the world's highest-paid athletes.

ing at will while leading his club to cham-

Although he is famously quiet and pri-

pionships. In 2012, he set a record for

vate off the field, Messi has found ways

most goals in a calendar year, and after-

to help out others in need. In 2007, he

ward was named FIFA's "Player of the

formed the Leo Messi Foundation to pro-

Year" a record fourth time.

vide opportunities for disadvantaged

Almost universally regarded as the best

youths. In early 2010, UNICEF named

player in the game, the boyish Messi has

him a goodwill ambassador, with a focus

become the commercial face of soccer

on fighting for children's rights across

with endorsements from Adidas, Pepsi,

the globe.
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C H AP TE R 3

Recipes
Latino cuisine is a tasty
way to learn about new
cultures. While we may
experience Mexican
restaurants any day of the
week, taking the time to
make an authentic hispanic
meal is a good way to learn
about techniques, tools,
and small details about a
culture different from your
own. These recipes are an
easy way to get involved in
learning new things while
reaping the tasty benefits!

RECIPES

Chiles Rellenos

20

Sopaipillas
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Tacos Dorados
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Beef Tamales
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Chiles Rellenos
Ingredients:
• 12 Anaheim chile peppers, charred and peeled

• 1 teaspoon baking powder

• 1 pound Cheddar cheese, cut into strips

• 1 teaspoon baking soda

• 1 cup milk

• 1 teaspoon salt

• 1 cup all-purpose flour

• 1 teaspoon canola oil

• 1 egg, beaten

• 1/2 cup all-purpose flour for coating

Directions:
1. Remove seeds and membranes from peppers. Stuff each pepper with a strip of cheese.
2.In a small bowl combine milk, the 1 cup flour, egg, baking powder, baking soda, and canola oil; mix well to
make a batter
3.Pour enough oil in heavy frying pan to reach 1 inch depth and heat over medium-high heat. Roll each pepper
in the remaining flour and dip in the batter. Fry until lightly browned on both sides

Notes:
• Use canned green chiles, or char fresh green chiles over a flame, then peel them. Remove seeds and membranes.
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Traditional Sopapillas

Ingredients

5. Remove one portion of dough and roll out on a clean,
flourless surface. Roll the dough to a thickness of 1/8”.
Using a pizza cutter cut the dough into squares approximately 4”x 4” for a nice restaurant look. (You can also
fry the extra triangles that are left.) Place a sheet of plastic wrap over the rolled out dough. It's very important
the dough stay moist and not dry out, or it will not puff.

• 4 cups sifted flour
• 1 tablespoon baking powder
• 1 tablespoon salt
• 1 tablespoon sugar

6.Gently place an individual square of dough into the
hot oil. It should begin to puff up within about 5 seconds. I like to use a large spoon or tongs to carefully
splash oil over the top, this helps the Sopapilla puff up.
Once it's finished puffing up, fry until it reaches a light
golden brown on both sides. Place in a large bowl lined
with paper towels. Repeat with the remaining dough.
Serve immediately with honey.

• 2 tablespoons vegetable oil
• 1 1/3 cup warm water
• More vegetable oil for frying (at least 2 1/2 cups)
Directions:
1. In the bowl of a stand mixer (or a regular mixing bowl
if making by hand) whisk the flour, baking powder, salt
and sugar together. Create a small depression in the center and pour in the 2 tablespoons of vegetable oil. Whisk
in the oil. (You can also use the paddle attachment on a
stand mixer). The mixture will incorporate unevenly into
little clumps- this is okay.
2.Gently pour in the warm water and knead the dough
until it is smooth. It only takes one to two minutes using
the dough hook in a stand mixer. If kneading by hand,
gently knead in the bowl until the dough sticks together.
Place on a lightly floured surface and continue until the
dough is smooth.

Other Uses:

3.Divide the dough in half and seal each half in a plastic
bag to rest the dough while you heat the oil for frying.

The air pocket in Sopapillas is perfect for filling!

4.Heat frying oil in a stovetop Dutch oven, or in a
heavy-duty frying pan, to around 340-350°F. The oil
should be at least 2 inches deep.

Sopapillas can be opened and filled with frijoles con
carne (refried beans and meat) or even ice cream. They
can be served as an appetizer, main course, or dessert.
Don’t be afraid to get creative with your Sopapillas!
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Tacos Dorados

Ingredients:

Step 1:

• 2 large tomato

- Puree the tomato, onion and garlic in a food processor

• ¼ of a small onion

-Heat the oil in a medium skillet over medium high heat
-Cook puree until thick and reduced-around 5 minutes.

• 1 clove of garlic

-Add the meat of choice and mix well.

• 1 ½ lbs of cooked meat of choice : chicken breast, beef,
or pork shredded

-Remove from heat and season with salt.

• ½ teaspoon of salt

Step 2:

• 12 corn tortillas (depending of how many each person
will eat)

-Heat the tortillas and place an equal amount of chicken
or choice of meat on each.

• 1 cup of vegetable oil

-Roll and secure with toothpicks two in each toothpick

• 2 teaspoons of milk

-Heat oil over medium high heat and when hot begin frying the tacos eight at a time until golden on all sides.

• ½ cup of sour cream

-Remove and drain-repeat and keep warm in the oven
until done.

• 1 ½ cups guacamole

Step 3:

• Lettuce shredded

-Thin the sour cream with milk

• shredded queso fresco or shredded farmer cheese

- Slice tomato

• 1 cup of salsa

-When done place 3 on each plate and top with lettuce,
tomato, Guacamole, cream and salsa.
-Garnish with Cilantro and cheese.

Directions:

-Serve with refried beans, rice, and Cactus Salad!
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Beef Tamales

Ingredients:

2.Meanwhile, place corn husks in a large container and
cover with warm water. Allow to soak for 3 hours, until
soft and pliable. May need to weight down with an inverted plate and a heavy can.

• 1-1/4 pounds boneless chuck roast
• 1-1/4 cloves garlic

3.Toast ancho chiles in a cast iron skillet, making sure
not to burn them. Allow to cool and then remove stems
and seeds. Crumble and grind in a clean coffee grinder
or with a mortar and pestle.

• 1 (8 ounce) package dried corn husks
• 1-1/4 dried ancho chiles
• 2 teaspoons vegetable oil

4.Heat oil in a large skillet. Mix in flour and allow to
brown slightly. Pour in 1 cup beef broth and stir until
smooth. Mix in ground chiles, cumin seeds, ground
cumin, minced garlic, oregano, red pepper flakes, vinegar and salt. Stir shredded beef into skillet and cover.
Let simmer 45 minutes.

• 2 teaspoons all-purpose flour
• 1/3 cup beef broth
• 1/4 teaspoon cumin seeds
• 1/4 teaspoon ground cumin

5. Place lard and salt in a large mixing bowl. Whip with
an electric mixer on high speed until fluffy. Add masa
harina and beat at low speed until well mixed. Pour in
reserved cooking liquid a little at a time until mixture is
the consistency of soft cookie dough.

• 5/8 clove garlic, minced
• 3/4 teaspoon chopped fresh oregano
• 1/4 teaspoon red pepper flakes
• 1/4 teaspoon white vinegar

6.Drain water from corn husks. One at a time, flatten
out each husk, with the narrow end facing you, and
spread approximately 2 tablespoons masa mixture onto
the top 2/3 of the husk. Spread about 1 tablespoon of
meat mixture down the middle of the masa. Roll up the
corn husk starting at one of the long sides. Fold the narrow end of the husk onto the rolled tamale and tie with a
piece of butchers' twine.

• salt to taste
• 1 cup lard
• 1 teaspoon salt
• 3 cups masa harina
Directions:

7. Place tamales in a steamer basket. Steam over boiling
water for approximately one hour, until masa is firm and
holds its shape. Make sure steamer does not run out of
water. Serve immediately, allowing each person to unwrap their own tamales. Allow any leftovers (still in
husks) to cool, uncovered, in the refrigerator.

1. Place beef and garlic in a large pot. Cover with cold water and bring to a boil over high heat. As soon as water
boils, reduce heat to a simmer and cover pot. Let simmer
for 3 1/2 hours, until beef is tender and shreds easily.
When beef is done, remove from pot, reserving 5 cups
cooking liquid and discarding garlic. Allow meat to cool
slightly, and shred finely with forks.
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C H AP TE R 4

Activities

Taking place over the course of a school year, families will meet once a
month to learn about cultures differnt from their own, meet new
people, and have a fun Saturday!
These activities are all planned in three different sections: activities
just for parents and children, just for parents, and just for children.
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S EC T I O N 1: ST UD E N T A N D PA RE NT A CT IV IT IES

Lesson 1: Diversity Appreciation
The focus of this lesson is to break down barriers among the different groups of people attending this session. In order for people to learn new things about new cultures and people,
they must first have an open mind and be willing to listen to what others have to say in order to gain a different perspective.
(continues on next page)
TIME
NEEDED

MATERIALS

Potato Activity

To help youth eliminate
stereotyping and recognize the
uniqueness of each individual

20 min

brown paper bag, one
potato for each
parent/student pair,
one potato for
facilitator

Complimentary
Round Table

To enhance social skills
development by illustrating how
our words affect people

15 min

Two apples and a
knife

Unequal
Resources

To examine people’s attitudes
toward and expectations of people
with different economic
backgrounds

30-35
min

See Lesson Plan

Chocolate milk
and color

To understand why people have
different skin colors

5-10
min

One glass milk, spoon,
and powdered
chocolate drink mix

People with
Disabilities

To experience a condition similar
to what some people with learning
disabilities deal with regularly.

15-20
min

One reading sheet for
each student (see
lesson plan)

Is that a fact?

To articulate the difference
between fact and opinion and to
identify ways to clarify or qualify
statements of opinion

30 min

Set of Facts/Opinion
Statements (see
lessson plan

Label Activity

To experience the effects of
inclusion and exclusion in a
simulated activity

15 min

Blank mailing labels
or blank labels--one
for each participant

Walk Apart-Walk
Together

To help participants recognize the
differences among people, as well
as the many similarities we all
share

10 min

One space large
enough for two people
to take a short walk

Inclusion/
Exclusion

To experience the frustrations of
being left out of a group and to
explore factor associated with the
behaviors of insides and outsiders

15-20
min

One sheet of paper for
each group of 5 or 6
students--each paper
should have a large
number (1, 2, 3, 4,5)

ACTIVITY

GOAL
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Introduction: Why is Appreciating Diver-

• Discover that, in many ways, people

sity Important for Youth and Adults?

from different cultures and backgrounds
hold similar values and beliefs.

The face of the United States and its
workplace is changing. A growing num-

• Become more aware of our own cul-

ber of neighborhoods and communities

tural viewpoints and the stereotypes we

contain a complex mix of races, cultures,

may have inadvertently picked up.

languages, and religious affiliations. At

• Accept and respect the differences and

the same time, the widening gap be-

similarities in people.

tween the rich and the poor is creating
greater social class diversity. In addition,
the U.S. population includes more than

The lesson plans can be found at the fol-

43 million people with physical and men-

lowing website:

tal challenges.

http://extension.psu.edu/publications/u
i378

For these reasons, today’s youth and
adults are more likely to face the challenges of interacting and working with
people different from themselves. The
ability to relate well to all types of people
in the workplace is a leadership skill that
is becoming increasingly important. Understanding, accepting, and valuing diverse backgrounds can help young people and adults thrive in this everchanging society

How can these activities boost understanding of diversity?
• Recognize how we place self-imposed
limits on the way we think.
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LESSON 2:
Piñata Art

A piñata is a decorated container made out paper or clay that

Step 2: Tear some newspaper into strips this will make the

contains candy, small toys, fruits, and nuts. The object is of a

newspaper lay flat on the balloon. You will need to make

game played in Mexico at children's birthday parties and at

many strips of paper, so that you have enough to cover the

Christmas celebrations, in which the children are blindfolded

balloon in several layers.

and take turns trying to break the piñata with a wooden stick

Step 3: Inflate your balloon. This will form the body of the

to release the treats. In this lesson the parents will help the

pinata, so making sure the balloon is nice and big is impor-

children make a small piñata of their own.

tant because it will create a larger space for all of the candy.

What You Need:

Step 4: Next apply the paper mache paste to the strips. Dip

• Large, Round Balloon

the paper strips into the paste and remove any excess.

• Newspaper

Step 5: Apply the paper mache to the strips in a crisscross
pattern until the entire balloon is covered. Leave the knot of

• Crepe Paper

the balloon uncovered to make easier to remove the balloon.
Complete this step about 3 to 4 times, allowing each one of

• Salt

the layers to dry before adding another one.

• Flour

Step 6: Let the pinata dry until it has hardened.

• Water

Step 7: Finally use the crepe decorate the piñata until your

Step 1: Make the paper mache paste. In a bowl, mix 2 cups

hearts content and cut the knot of the balloon in order to fit

of flour, 2 cups of water, and a tablespoon of salt. Stir the mix-

candy.

ture until it starts to thicken like a batter
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LESSON 3:
A Thankful Thanksgiving

Educational Goal: Students and parents
will share a traditional breakfast dish from
their native country (foreign or United

SUMMARY OF
CONTENT

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES

60 minutes

Students and parents will learn
about the original Thanksgiving,
and where the traditions from
Thanksgiving come from

2 hours

Families will take turns going
around the room and sharing their
special breakfast dishes that are
traditional to their heritage. After
the description of the dish, each
person will share something they
are thankful for, regarding their
native country, the United States, or
something special that has
happened in the past year.

States) and explain to the group why it is
special to them. Students and parents will
be sampling a variety of dishes from various
countries around the world.
Supplies and Equipment:
• Plates
• Napkins
• Plastic cutlery
• Cups
• Milk, water, tea, fruit juice
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LESSON 4:
Looks can be deceiving

Lesson Sequence:

not judge a book by its cover. This will
lead into the Lookism activity that fo-

First, students and parents will make the

cuses on the idea that appearance affects

Sopapilla Recipe as a fun, cultural ex-

one’s bias.

change activity. (see page 25)
Next, students will participate in a
matching activity where the facilitator
will read a phrase about a Latin Ameri-

ACTIVITY

GOAL

TIME

MATERIALS

can/ Hispanic individual highlighting an
award or lifetime accomplishment. A
PowerPoint will display the question and
also the images of four individuals to
choose from (these individuals should be
from diverse backgrounds, ages, etc.)
Students and parents will raise their

To help participants
think about the
Markers
concept of lookism
and one flip
Lookism
45 min
and to identify how
chart for
appearance affects
each group
bias

hands to vote for which individual they
think the achievement or award belongs
to.
Soon, students will start to see a theme
emerging that the individuals are all His-

Source for Lesson:

panic or Latin American individuals.

http://extension.psu.edu/publications/u

The facilitator will explain that, you can-

i378
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LESSON 5:
Multicultural
Scavenger Hunt
Educational Goals: Students and Par-

Estimated time: 3 hours

ents can have fun together on teams on a

Suggested scavenger hunt locations and

multicultural scavenger hunt around Lex-

lists provided below:

ington to find many different ways culture is shown in our city.
FIND:

POINTS

At least 2 different wall murals from different locations (note locations)

1 pt per mural

3 places of worship; the more diverse, the better

1 pt per place

3 photos of public art found in different locations (with names if possible)
3 ethnic restaurants (all different ethnic groups)

1 pt each
1 pt each

A store that sells ethnic products (non-food)

1 pt each

At least 2 examples of interesting architecture (note location)

1 pt each

3 different public or private schools that have a cultural emphasis

1 pt each

2 gravestone photos or rubbings that reflect the person’s ethnicity or cultural
background

3 pts each

A mug with words written in another language

2 pts

A bumper sticker that reflects diversity

1 pt each

3 pieces of graffiti “artwork” from different locations

1 pt each

Eating utensils, other than forks/knives, used by an ethnic group

1 pt each

1 non-English speaking newspaper/magazine (

1 pt each

At least 1 example of cultural diversity within 5 miles of your home

2 pts
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S EC T I O N 2: PAR E N T A C T I V I TI E S

Parent Activities
Lesson 2: Hispanic Pride in
Lexington

Lesson 1: Parent Resources
Educational Goal:
Parents will have the opportunity to talk
to professionals in the Lexington area
about help and assistance they can get

Education Goal:
Parents will find new appreciation for hispanic history and existence in their local
area. These parents will know a little bit

for aiding their students in further educa- more about the hispanic community in Lextion.
ington.
Resources and References:
Hope Center – William Stewart and
Erin Howard – Bluegrass Community &
Technical College
Estimated Time: 3 hours
While the students are away, parents
who are interested can attend a seminar
which will be considered a “safe-zone”.
Parents will get resources and guidance
on where to go for help and assistance regarding their students’ future education,
as well as help and assistance for them-

Estimated Time: 3 hours
The parents will tour a local Hispanic market in Lexington, Super Mercado Aguascalientes, then move to a Spanish Radio Station (1580 AM), and lastly, the parents will
have lunch at El Rancho Tapatio to debrief
and close the session. This cultural exchange should allow parents to see local
Hispanic/ Latino businesses, hear their history/ stories, and hopefully break down
boundaries between cultures.

selves regarding job opportunities and
English speaking classes.
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LESSON 3:
Home

Educational Goal:

what their parents went through to become the people they are today, and that

1) Parents will have a chance to share

normal people struggle and succeed

stories and memories, and bond over

every day. Many children may not have

their childhood and experiences they

heard the stories their parents have to

had while growing up

tell, and this can be a way for both par-

2) Children will get to read stories

ents and children to look at the past to

about places they have never been before

look forward.

and could will get a firsthand experience
about something they have never had experience with regarding a new culture or

Since there may not be access to a com-

way of life.

puter lab at the school, and some parents may not be fluent in English or capa-

Supplies and Equipment: computer

ble of typing, it is suggested that there

lab, voice recorder

are voice recording devices available,

Estimated Time: 2 hours

where the parent can tell their story, and

Parents will be compiling a special story

it can later be transcribed. All of the stories will be published in a book that will

or memory they have of growing up, a les-

be distributed to students at the next ses-

son they learned from their journey to

sion.

the United States, or a trial they had to
overcome either in their native country
or the US. The goal is to show students
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LESSON 4:
Multicultural

Educational Goal:

What You Need:

As the nation grows rapidly diverse,

• A set of book lists

there has never been a better time for

Step 1: Have parents read 3 children’s

parents, students, and people in general

book that shows diversity

to learn to live respectfully together and
to learn about one another's cultures.

Step 2: Have the parents build a study

But sometimes anxiety, doubt, or discom-

plan for each book so they can go over

fort keeps people from talking to each

with their children

other. This is mainly true when talking
about the topics of race and racism, cultural differences, language, bilingualism,
and the untold questions that come up in
a world where these concerns that have
such a influential place in children's
lives. This lesson will help parents address the subject of diversity with their
children. Having the parents read books
that show diversity to the children will
help the children understand that everyone has different backgrounds.
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LESSON 5:
Prominent Hispanic/Latinos in Lexington
Educational Goals:

will tell their stories, share their struggles, and encourage discussion and ques-

Parents will learn hear first hand some

tions among the audience.

of the trials and differences from individuals who are doing well in Lexington.
Parents will have a new appreciation for
for other adults who come from a variety
of different backgrounds.
Estimated time: 3 hours
During this lesson, parents will hear
from three guest speakers, Ms. Erica J.
Flores, William Stewart, and Ms. Erin
Howard, all of whom are influential individuals in the Hispanic/ Latino Community of Lexington, KY. These speakers
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S EC T I O N 3: ST UD E N T A C T I VI T IE S

Lesson 1: Belongingness Through Art
Paint a mural with kids from both

Supplies and Equipment:

schools to encourage a sense of belong-

• Same, Same But Different by Jenny

ing and togetherness. The mural should

Sue Kostecki-Shaw

focus on special things from both cultures, and then in the middle, what they

• Paint brushes (1 for each child)

can bring together for the community,

• Water

friendship, and belongingness.

• Various colors of paint
• Paper

Educational Goal: Students from both
schools will paint a mural together that

• Pencils

focuses on community, friendship, and

• Space to paint mural

belongingness.

Estimated Time: 3 hours

Objectives: At the end of the day, students will be able to: Tell a story through
cultural differences about how even
though our backgrounds may be different, we are all the same.
SUMMARY AND
CONTENT

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

30 minutes

Youth will read the story “Same, Same But Different” together to help set the
tone that even though we may be from different countries, kinds of families,
or backgrounds, we are still the same

30 minutes

Knowing what they learned from the story, children will draw out what they
wish to paint for the mural. Children draw something they think is special to
their culture. Three or four volunteers draw something in the middle of the
mural that celebrates all cultures coming together

90 minutes

Students will paint the mural from the drawings and story.
After clean-up, students will take turns sharing their section of the mural,
why they chose to paint their piece. Instructors should conclude by showing
students how their different parts of the story add up to the be “same, but
different”
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LESSON 2:
Basket Weaving

In some places of Mexico, for example in

Step 2: Continue to make slits all

Veracruz, indigenous women weave up

around the bowl, about two inches apart.

to 20 medium baskets daily. Some of

For a six inch diameter bowl, it’s about

them perform this activity as their way

six slits.

of announcing they are ready to wed. Bas-

Step 3: Take a piece of yarn about three

ket weaving is an important art of the

feet long, and tie it to one of the slit sec-

Hispanic culture this activity can provide

tions of the bowl.

a background into this art to the chil-

Step 4: Have the children start weaving

dren.

the yarn in and out of the slits of the

What You Need:

bowl until the yarn runs out.

• Paper bowl

Step 5: Once the yarn runs out tie an-

• Yarn (different colors)

other color of yarn where the first piece
left off. Have the children continue to

• Scissors

weave the yarn in and out of the slits.

Step 1: First, cut slits from the rim of

They will be done once the yarn is woven

the bowl towards the flat part of the bowl

to the top of the bowl.

around the rim. Don’t go too deep into
the bowl, just to where the flat part of
the bowl starts.
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LESSON 3;
School Lunch Around the
World

An important lesson for chil-

What You Need:

dren is to learn how to have

• Paper plates

healthy eating habits. Help-

• Cut outs of vegetable, fruits,

ing children learn healthy

grains, dairy, and protein

habits while they are young is
key to developing healthy

• Crayons

habits that will stay with
them so this lesson will be

Step 1: Have the children section

perfect to teach that but in a

the plate in four sections color and

multicultural way. During

label each section that resembles

this lesson the children will

the MyPlate Food guide.

learn about choosing the

Step 2: Next have the children

right portions of food as well

color the cut outs

as learning about the new MyPlate Food Guide, which re-

Step 3: Help the children under-

placed the food pyramid. The

stand the proportions of foods by

lesson will tie school lunch as

placing them on their plates

an example and will also

Step 4: Now ask the students

have around the world school

what kinds of foods do they choose

lunch and how it compares to

when the go lunch at school and

their school lunch.

compare and contrast with around
the world school lunches
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LESSON 4:
Music and Dance

Educational Goal:
Students will learn about latino dance culture and learn about the different styles of
dancing in different cultures.
Estimated Time: 3 hours
First instructors will teach students about
the history of latin dancing and there will
be a group discussing about music differences from American and Latin style dancing. We will name some artists who cross
cultures (Pit Bull, Shakira, etc) and sing
with both of their cultures. Students will
watch a few YouTube videos of salsa and
latin dancing online, and then compare to
American dancing.
An instructor from The Salsa Center Dance
Studio in Lexington will come and teach
students how to dance to classic latin music.
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LESSON 5:
All About Me!

Educational Goal: Students will have

Next, Students will fill out different pages

fun sharing traits about themselves and

about themselves, such as their “Favorite

also learning about others, and even

Things”, their “Family life”, and their “Life

though we all may like different things, we

Goals”.

all have something in common.

Lastly, we will have a compare and contrast
session to show the children how we can all
like the same things or the same style of

Estimated Time: 3 hours

families, but we also have many differences

Materials Needed:
•

that make up our “selves”.

Paper printouts (all about me books
downloadable online)

•

markers, crayons, scissors

Lesson:
First, students will brainstorm different

Lesson Plan can be developed as a unit and

traits about themselves to put into a print-

found here:

able book. Together students and instruc-

http://discoverhumanrights.org/uploads/

tors will discuss the meaning of “self” and

human_rights_in_u_s_grades_k-2_2.pdf

talk about differences and similarities between people.
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